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ABSTRACT
Multi-scale retinex (MSR) processing has been shown to be an effective way to enhance
image contrast, but it often has an undesirable desaturating effect on the image colours. A colour-
restoration method [2,3]can help mitigate this effect, but our experience is that it simply leads to
other problems. In this paper we modify MSR so that it preserves colour fidelity while still
enhancing contrast. We then add neural-net based colour constancy processing[7] to this
modified version of MSR. The result is a principled approach that provides the contrast-
enhancement benefits of MSR and improved colour fidelity.
1. INTRODUCTION
Multi-scale retinex (MSR) processing enhances image contrast [1,2,3] very well. It is
particularly good in improving images of scenes where there is a wide range of scene
brightnesses, as for example when strong highlights and deep shadows appear in the same image.
The major shortcoming of MSR is that it tends to make all image colours greyer than they should
be. This greying effect occurs because in MSR the R component (similarly for G and B) of each
pixel is replaced with the ratio of its value to the average R component of its neighboring pixels.
Wherever the image colour is relatively constant, a pixel’s colour will be similar to the average
of its neighbors’ colours so the ratio in all three channels will be one−in other words it will look
grey.
Recent MSR work [2,3] has tried to overcome this greying effect by introducing a colour-
restoration step to replace some of the colour lost during the contrast-enhancement step. We find
that this step creates more problems than it solves. The exact amount of colour that should be put
back depends on how much was removed, and this is a function of the scene and the parameters
used. Hence the method tends to make the images more colourful, but not necessarily using the
best colours.
MSR evolved from work on human colour constancy [4-6], and it is put forth as a method for
obtaining partial colour constancy. However, the colour-constancy method implicit in MSR is
not particularly effective since it is primarily a version of the grey-world, colour-balancing
algorithm. Furthermore, it gets undermined by the subsequent colour-restoration step.
We propose a simple solution to these difficulties. The main idea is to separate the dynamic-
range-compression component of MSR from the colour-constancy component. Furthermore, the
dynamic range compression is done so that only the image luminance is changed−the
chromaticity or hue of each pixel remains unchanged.
2. SUMMARY OF MULTI-SCALE RETINEX
MSR is explained easily from single-scale Retinex. For SSR we have [2,3].
{ }R x y c I x y F x y c I x yi i i( , , ) log ( , ) log{ ( , , ) ( , )}= − ∗ (1)
where R x y ci ( , , )  is the output for channel i, I x yi ( , )  is the image value for channel i, ∗  denotes
convolution, and F x y c( , , )  is the Gaussian function:
F x y c Ke x y c( , , ) ( )/= − +2 2 2 (2)
with K selected so that:
F x y c dx dy( , , )∫∫ = 1 (3)
In the above, the constant c is the scale. The MSR output is simply the weighted sum of several
SSR's with different scales:
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1. In [2] the authors state that the choice of scales is application dependent and that for
most applications at least three scales are required. Equal weighting of the scales is usually
adequate. The example illustrated in Figure 1 of [2] uses scales of 15, 80, and 250 pixels.
The result of the above processing will have both negative and positive RGB values, and the
histogram will typically have large tails. Thus a final gain-offset is applied as described in more
detail in [1].
As mentioned above, this processing can cause image colours to go towards grey, and thus an
additional processing step is proposed in [3]:
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where we have taken the liberty to use log(1+x) in place of log(x) to ensure a positive result.
3. THE MODIFIED ALGORITHM
Each step of the above processing is problematic with respect to maintaining colour fidelity.
Each operation in the above sequence changes the image colours. The logarithm in (1) applied to
each of the 3 channels independently creates a colour shift. The differencing step in (1) moves
the image colours towards grey. Finally, the colour-restoration step multiplies the result by the
logarithm of the original colour, which changes the colour in a way which is hard to characterize.
More specifically, the restoration effect is a non-linear function of the original image colour and
the processed image colour, itself a function of the original image. The amount of colour added
with this scheme can at best only approximate the colour removed in the first step; this
confounds any colour constancy processing that may have been intended.
Of course, it may be the case that the colour balance of the input image is incorrect, and
should be changed. This occurs when there is a mismatch between the illumination for which the
imaging system is calibrated and the actual scene illumination. In this case, colour constancy
processing is required, and our approach is to apply a sophisticated colour constancy algorithm to
the image to estimate the proper image chromaticities. If it is known in advance that the
chromaticities are correct, than this step can be omitted. The colour constancy method we used
for this study is the approach described in [7] which corrects for the mismatch between the
camera and an unknown illuminant using a neural network.
The second step of the algorithm is to apply MSR processing to the image luminance as
follows. We map the input intensity I II i
i
= ∑  (in the case of three-channels
I I I II red green blue= + + ) to the output intensity, R RI i
i
= ∑  using formula (1) which becomes:
{ }R x y c I x y F x y c I x yI I I( , , ) log ( , ) log{ ( , , ) ( , )}= − ∗ (7)
with F(x,y,c) given by (2) above. To get a luminance version of MSR, we simply use formula
(4) with the arbitrary channel i being replaced by the single-intensity result. The next step is to
apply the gain-offset method described in [1] to the luminance. Thus having determined the
desired luminance, we set each pixel to have the same chromaticity as in the input by:
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This step can produce pixel values above 255. One possible solution is simply to scale the
range to fit. However, often a better result is obtained by applying the gain-offset to the upper
range. There will be a slight error in the chromaticities of the pixels that are clipped, but this is
not normally noticeable.
4. RESULTS
We have tested our modified MSR method on a number of images; however, we cannot
reproduce them in colour in these proceedings. Rather than attempt to portray colour results in
black and white, we have made the results of a controlled sequence of images available on the
Internet [8]. In that sequence we took images of the same scene with a shadow of varying
strengths using two very differently coloured lights. The first was a regular incandescent bulb
which is a good illuminant for the 3200°K setting on our CCD camera. The second illuminant
was a cool white fluorescent behind a blue filter, which creates an illuminant similar in
chromaticity to that of deep blue sky. The 3200°K camera setting was always used, creating a
blue cast in the images under the simulated skylight in order to test the colour constancy facility
of the revised MSR algorithm.
In one image the incandescent light source was near the camera resulting in an image with
good colour balance and devoid of shadows. This was used as a reference. By moving the lights,
shadows of increasing strength were cast across the images. In order to explore the method fully,
for each illuminant an image with an extraordinarily dark shadow was taken by combining
several images taken at different apertures.
In general, the original MSR method greyed out the images. We used the colour-restoration
scheme to adjust the colour to match the reference image in order to determine empirically for a
reasonable value of C in equation (6). For this image C was 100. Since we are interested in
automatic processing we do not wish to go through this procedure for every image. To compare
standard MSR to our method which has no such parameter, we feel it is fair to leave the value of
C at the empirically discovered value of 100. Since the modified MSR is designed to preserve
colour, it did not grey out the image. It, therefore, did not require colour restoration.
We turn now to the images with the blue colour cast. Here the original MSR moves the
images towards grey, and somewhat towards the appropriate colour, achieving some degree of
colour constancy. The colour is still far from the standard. When the colour restoration was
applied, using the same constant as above, the image colours moved back towards the original,
incorrect colour. In fact, it is hard to see how to fix this problem with the original colour
restoration method, even if one is allowed to change the parameter manually.
In the case of modified MSR, the colour constancy processing using the method describe in
[7] works well, producing an image close to the desired coloured as defined by the standard
image. The subsequent MSR luminance processing preserves this colour, producing an image
which has both the benefits of the MSR dynamic range compression as well as correct colours.
5. CONCLUSION
The original MSR mixes colour constancy with dynamic range compression, making it
difficult to get consistently good colour results. In this work we combine neural-network-based
colour constancy with modifications to MSR so that it operates on luminance and preserves
colour. This provides both the dynamic range benefits of MSR processing and colour fidelity.
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